Ultracold Neutrons at LANSCE
The Standard Model (and Beyond) Some Curiosities
• Lots of "Why?'s"
• Why 3 generations?
• Why so many parameters?
• Why these masses?
• Why left-handed weak interaction?
• What is Dark Matter?
• Why so much matter?
• Where is gravity?
• And more. . . What we can measure:
Finding the missing pieces
• Total decay rate (lifetime):
Testing the Standard Model • Gravitational (V = mgh): 100 neV / meter • 800 MeV proton beam + tungsten target → spallation neutrons
• Single scatter in solid deuterium: CN→UCN + phonon
• Remove phonons: SD 2 cooled to 4K
• "Flapper" shields UCN from SD 2
• 50 UCN/cc at shield wall
